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6

Abstract7

Bilateral internal carotid artery agenesis is a very rare congenital anomaly. Intracranial blood8

circulation in the affected internal carotid artery side is provided by collateral vasculature,9

contralateral internal carotid artery through the anterior communicating artery, and from the10

vertebrobasilar system through the posterior communicating artery. People with this11

abnormality may be asymptomatic for many years. However, patients may also be present12

with ischemic stroke or subarachnoid hemorrhage, headache, and blurred vision. Diagnosis is13

usually incidental by the performance of carotid artery doppler ultrasonography or14

cervical/cranial magnetic resonance imaging owing to other symptoms. We report a case of15

bilateral internal carotid artery agenesis with pulsatile tinnitus lasting five years in the light of16

clinical presentation and imaging findings.17

18

Index terms— agenesis, bilateral carotid artery, congenital anomaly, pulsatile tinnitus.19

1 Introduction20

innitus is the perception of sound in the absence of a corresponding external acoustic stimulus. This perception21
of the sound is associated with activity in the peripheral and central nervous systems that does not match the22
resonant or mechanical activity in the cochlea. The etiology of tinnitus development and maintenance is still23
unclear. One of the most common causes of tinnitus is pathological changes along the auditory pathway. Many24
abnormal conditions of the cochlea, such as sudden hearing loss, noise induced hearing loss, presbycusis or the use25
of ototoxic drugs, accompany this pathology. These lesions causing hearing loss can result in abnormal neuronal26
activity in the central auditory pathway. Other risk factors for tinnitus development or maintenance are rarely27
known (1-2). Tinnitus can be sometimes observed in the patients with normal hearing. The patient describes28
hearing as similar to ringing, roaring, buzzing, or other sounds.10%-15% of the population had tinnitus. It has two29
types: subjective and objective (3)(4). Objective tinnitus is caused by a vascular or muscular origin. The first may30
be caused by either venous, arterial sources, or arteriovenous shunting. Vascular internal flow reflects rhythmically31
to the ear in accordance with the heartbeat and blood flow due to the disruption of turbulence. In patients32
with advanced pulsatile tinnitus, the clinician can sometimes hear these pulsatile sounds during auscultation of33
the neck and around the ear area. And also as, muscular pulsatile tinnitus results from myoclonus spasm of34
muscles, most commonly the palatal, tensor tympani, and stapedius. The most common form of tinnitus is non-35
pulsatile tinnitus, mostly associated with hearing loss and ear diseases (5,6). Pulsatile tinnitus is uncommon, not36
associated with ear disease but more often in the presence of abnormal extracranial or intracranial blood vessels37
or intracranial hypertension. Pulsatile tinnitus caused by intracranial hypertension is not synchronized with the38
heartbeat, and its differential diagnosis is more difficult. Intra-arterial or intravenous angiography, Computer39
tomography ( CT) angiography, and magnetic resonance are used to diagnose classic vascular pulsatile tinnitus.40

In this case, we report a patient with an infrequent vascular cause of ipsilateral tinnitus -bilateral internal41
carotid artery agenesis.42
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6 DISCUSSION

2 II.43

3 Case Report44

4 T45

The patient was a 54-year-old white man who came to the ENT departmentwith a 5-year history of bilateral46
tinnitus. The tinnitus prevented the patient from sleeping. A physical examination, rutin otorhinolaryngology47
controls, audiometry, and other tests were normal. Also, tinnitus was not heard during auscultation. We decided48
to evaluate the patient for another rare cause of tinnitus. A carotid duplex ultrasound study showed no bilaterally49
internal carotid arteries and blood flow. We performed cranial-cervical Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and50
CT angiography of the patient. CT angiography demonstrated agenesis of the bony carotid canal and smaller51
cavernous sinus (Figure ??). Blood circulation was supplied via the posterior and anterior communicating arteries.52
Bilateral ophthalmic arteries were supplied from meningeal arteries.53

After consultation with the radiologist, the patient was definitively diagnosed with bilateral carotid agenesis.54
It was concluded that pulsatile tinnitus occurred in the patient in accordance with the rhythm of the heartbeat55
due to abnormal blood flow and turbulent flow. The patient was informed, all cardiological and cranial scans56
were performed, and no additional pathology was found. It was reported that there was no clear and definitive57
treatment for pulsatile tinnitus, and the patient was satisfied with this opinion and continued his routine controls.58

5 III.59

6 Discussion60

It should be considered the difference between agenesis, aplasia, and hypoplasia. Agenesis is a completely61
unsuccessful development with absent primordial tissue by definition. Aplasia is an absent organ in spite of the62
presence of the main primordial tissue. Hypoplasia is incomplete development, although primordial tissue is63
presented. Demonstration of the carotid canal is a nuance for differentiation. Even though MRI angiography is64
performed, CT of the head and neck should be administered to determine the presence/absence of a bony carotid65
canal (14). In our case, ICA is absent without a carotid canal, so we described it as agenesis. Also, we found a66
smaller cavernous sinus in the patient that is compatible with other cases in the literature (7).67

The most common cause of objective vascular tinnitus is an arteriovenous malformation (AVM) in the posterior68
fossa (15). ICA agenesis is a very rare cause of tinnitus. Cohen et al. Reported one case of tinnitus caused by69
unilateral carotid artery agenesis (7).70

Diagnosis is usually made incidentally with the performance of carotid artery doppler ultrasonography or71
cervical/cranial MRI and CT due to other symptoms (7). Also, CT or MRI angiogram is required to confirm the72
diagnosis and assess differential diagnoses (8). Differential diagnoses include congenital or acquired ICA stenosis,73
common carotid artery hypoplasia, and other aortic arch anomalies (12,16,17).74

We report a rare case of bilateral tinnitus caused by bilateral ICA agenesis. There are less than 30 ”Bilateral75
internal carotid artery agenesis” cases in the current literature. According to our knowledge, our report is the76
first case in which bilateral ICA causes tinnitus.77

Internal carotid artery (ICA) agenesis is a very rare congenital anomaly with <0.01% incidence (7,8). Tode78
reported the first absence of ICA in 1787 (9). Though unilateral ICA defect is common, a bilateral variant79
is also reported 6 . It is usually asymptomatic because of blood supply through anastomosis in the circle of80
Willis. In addition, blood circulation is possible with continuous embryologic vessels like the trigeminal artery81
and collaterales that originate extracranially 3,4 . But, it occasionally may be symptomatic and be associated82
with other congenital anomalies and acquired defects, like partial brain hypoplasia, a functional deficit of cranial83
nerves, etc. (10)(11)(12)(13). Because of decreased blood supply in the affected size, adaptation may be provided84
unusual vasculature. So, it can cause abnormal vascular conditions like aneurysms and AVMs. Congenital ICA85
defects were described less in light of clinical neurological conditions. The clinical presentation includes commonly86
ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke, migraine, subarachnoid hemorrhage, contralateral motor weakness, Horner’s87
syndrome, external ear defect, decreased hearing, and rarely tinnitus (7,8,12,13). Although the affected side is88
more susceptible to ischemia and can potentially cause clinical symptoms in unilateral cases, the contralateral89
side is becoming sensitive because of decreased circulation due to the shift of circulation to the affected side.90
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